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Welcome to Sleat...
Perfectly Skye...
Sleat - the B
The brand came into existence last year with our website [www.visitsleat.org](http://www.visitsleat.org) and the supporting material which has been distributed by Landmark.

Our prime objective was to raise awareness of what is available in Sleat, and to persuade visitors to stay, rather than use it as a corridor to access the rest of the island.
Partnership with Sleat Community Trust

Utilisation of existing marketing professional

Business Gateway funded consultant

Visit Scotland Match Funding

Employment of professional Graphic designer and Web consultant
Sleat Skye Perfectly
failte WELCOME TO OUR CORNER OF SKYE.

Commonly referred to as ‘the garden of Skye’, but visitors who’ve been to this heavenly peninsula in the south end of the island more often liken it to the garden of Eden.

Violet, heather-clad mountains drop dramatically to the glittering blue sea that snakes around beaches and rocky shorelines, punctuated with lush gardens and dense forests.

Sleat is home to not just some of the world’s most beautiful scenery but also to award-winning restaurants, hotels and attractions.

Whether it’s an amble through a ruined castle, a splash through the waves on a whale-spotting trip, a cosy afternoon in front of a log fire or a Michelin-starred, candle lit dinner, Sleat caters for every taste.

One of the many features of this site is our INTERACTIVE MAP - click
Our interactive map is an exciting way to discover all that Sleat has to offer. Simply use the ZOOM CONTROLS located at the top left of the map window to focus in on all areas of interest.
Housed in a ramshackle shed at the end of a breathtaking road, here you’ll find watercolours and contemporary graphics by Peter McDermott along with an eclectic mix of locally made contemporary crafts. Everything from Giclee prints and cards to beautiful beads and pots!
Sleat - signing
The Believers

The Sceptics

The personal touch

Visit Sleat - signing up!
KEEP UP TO DATE WITH ALL THAT’S HAPPENING IN SLEAT, OUR PERFECT PENINSULA AND YOU COULD WIN GREAT REWARD FOR YOUR TIME AND TROUBLE!

PLEASE WRITE YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS ABOVE

Simply provide us with your email address above and we’ll keep you abreast of all the news and events in Sleat via our regular email newsletter. We’ll also place you into our Free Prize Draw to win one of the following Sleat Business prizes (draw to be held October 2011):

DUISDALE & TORAVAIG HOTELS - www.duisdale.com  www.skyehotel.com
A SAIL ON THE HOTELS YACHT ‘SOLAS NA MARA’ - to be taken at any time from Easter to September 2012.

EILEAN IARMAIN HOTEL - www.eilean-iarmain.co.uk
DINNER, BED & BREAKFAST FOR TWO - to be taken at any time from the start of
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AUTUMN

This is definitely the most colourful season in Sleat, with the hillsides ablaze with purple heather (at its most vivid in years!) contrasting with the wonderful hues of gold and bronze as autumn settles in. So if you are looking for a break to revive the spirits before winter is truly upon us, and fancy some first class accommodation and food, and perhaps the odd log fire thrown in, we have some

EILEAN IARMAIN HOTEL

Book now for a special dinner, bed and breakfast deal of £90 per person at the iconic establishment that has been awarded the accolade of "most romantic hotel in Great Britain" by the AA. <a href="click here" rel="nofollow">click here</a>

Eilean Iarmain has the pleasure of hosting a range of exhibitions at its gallery – An Talla Dearg. Forthcoming exhibitions are:

- **Derek Robertson** 9 - 21 September
- **Gary Mahon** 23 - 28 September
- **Margaret Evans** 30 September – 12 October <a href="click here" rel="nofollow">click here</a>

And if you are planning ahead for the Festive season, Eilean Iarmain is offering a wonderful Christmas Package – bookings are now being taken. <a href="click here" rel="nofollow">click here</a>
Sleat - the future!
Keeping members engaged and involved

Keeping on the ground’ information up to date

Analysis of opportunities with new area ventures

Bike hire, administrator